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Computer chip 
shortage may leave 
auto sector idling
PARIS: What was initially downplayed as a brief hic-
cup in the supply of semiconductors looks more and
more like a shortage that may last throughout the year
in what would be a big blow to automakers. They were
planning to rev up production this year to meet an
expected surge in demand from consumers as the
pandemic wanes and to recover from last year’s losses.
But without enough chips those hopes are fading.

Stop and go manufacturing 
The shortage of chips has pushed automakers to

idle production lines for brief periods when they
temporarily run out of supplies. Toyota, Volkswagen,
Ford, Peugeot, Fiat, Jeep, Honda, Jaguar Land Rover
and even the Chinese startup Nio have had to pause
production in their factories in the past months.

Automakers have reduced the stocks of parts
they keep on hand in recent years as part of cost-
cutting measures, so delivery delays can quickly
force an entire shutdown. Renault CEO Luca de Meo
told shareholders this past week that “the semicon-
ductor shortage could cause a drop in production
volume this year of at least 100,000 vehicles.”

In Germany, thousands of autoworkers were on
reduced work hours or temporary unemployment
as Volkswagen and Mercedes factories were
forced to halt production. Fiat slowed production
at its Brazilian factory in Betim for the second time
this month. The Stellantis factory in Rennes-La
Janais in France, where 2,000 people work, was
also nearly idle.

Essential chips
Computer processors are a key element in today’s

vehicles, which can easily have several dozen to con-
trol elements such as the engine, automatic braking
system, airbags, automatic parking system and the
infotainment system. The main manufacturers are
located in Asia, such as TSMC in Taiwan and
Samsung and SK Hynix in South Korea, although
there are still some factories in the United States and
Europe. The surge in demand for electronic devices
during the pandemic is the main cause of today’s
shortage of chips. A fire in a Japanese factory didn’t
help and now a drought in Taiwan may force a
reduction in output.

Automakers adapt 
Automakers say they are managing the situation

on a day by day basis and are trying to avoid shut-
ting down production lines completely. Due to the
chip shortage, “GM is building some vehicles without
certain modules when necessary,” the US carmaker
said in a statement. “They will be completed as soon
as more semiconductors become available,” it added. 

Stellantis was able to resume production of the
new Peugeot 308 at half the normal pace after a
three-week halt. It went back to a dashboard con-
sole that uses an analogue speedometer. Most
automakers say they hope to make up lost produc-
tion during the second half of the year. Current
shortages of semiconductor chips that are slowing
car production worldwide “can be compensated for
by the end of the year”, Daimler CEO Ola Kallenius
said in a statement. —AFP

GUANYUN, China: Americans like their lingerie
to be risque, Europeans prefer it more classy, and
Chinese remain a bit shy but are opening up. But
the biggest order of all came from North Korea.
So goes the street-corner discussion in Guanyun,
a sleepy coastal county that for generations fol-
lowed the rhythms of wheat and rice cultivation,
but today concerns itself with global preferences
on sensual wear.

The flat farming region between Beijing and
Shanghai is China’s self-proclaimed “Lingerie
Capital”, where sewing machines hum in village-
level micro-factories to meet up to 70 percent of
the fast-growing domestic demand. Millions
more items are exported annually in a textbook
example of  the abi l i ty  of  Internet-enabled
Chinese entrepreneurs to profit from even the
most off-the-wall idea.

The man widely credited with lighting the spark
is Lei Congrui, a lanky 30-year-old with a ponytail
and cap who would look at home on a skateboard.
It all happened almost by accident. As a teenager,
Lei began making extra cash by hawking various
consumer goods on China’s rapidly growing e-
commerce sites 15 years ago.

“Customers kept asking if we have any lingerie. I
had never heard of it before, but I just said ‘yes’
and then looked up what it was,” he said. Lei “fig-
ured out a way” and now employs more than 100
workers who push lacy black and red panties and
bustiers through stitching machines. His brands
such as “Midnight Charm” pull in more than $1.5
million in annual revenue, he said.

The success of early movers like Lei inspired an
industrial revolution. Guanyun’s government says
there are now more than 500 factories employing
tens of thousands and churning out more than
$300 million worth of lingerie annually.

‘Attitudes are catching up’ 
Loosening Chinese sexual attitudes made it all

possible. Communism left a prevailing legacy of

modesty. Pornography is banned and authorities
launch periodic crackdowns on anything deemed
“vulgar”. But prolonged exposure to more open
foreign attitudes is liberating a younger generation,
especially women.

Market consultancy iiMedia said Chinese online
sales of sex-related products grew 50 percent in
2019 to $7 billion. It predicted a further 35 percent
growth in 2020 despite pandemic disruptions.
“Youth attitudes are catching up and bringing sen-
suality into the home. (Lingerie) is becoming popu-
lar,” said Li Yue, a local lingerie factory worker.

When Lei first started, most buyers were over
30 and many had lived abroad or had some other
exposure to foreign ways. But by around 2013, vol-
umes soared as younger Chinese consumers began
discovering their sensuality, Lei said. Most buyers
are now between 22 and 25. Initially, loose-fitting,
not-too-revealing designs were favored in China.
Today, semi-transparent, “body-hugging” numbers
dominate.

‘Everyone loves lingerie’
Guanyun’s industrial reinvention didn’t happen

overnight. Early pioneers found it hard to hire
squeamish local staff. “When they first came in
contact with these things, they didn’t quite under-
stand,” said Chang Kailin, 58, who runs a factory
and is Lei’s uncle. “But after the industry got bigger
and stronger, people could make money and shake
off poverty. Now everyone loves it.”

Lei exports 90 percent of his output, mostly
to the United States and Europe. Significant vol-
umes also go to South America, where sales
indicate role-playing costumes rule the bed-
room. Middle Eastern buyers - favoring longer,
more modest items - are also surprisingly active,
as are Africans, who l ike a splash of color.
Southeast Asia is growing fast as well. But Lei’s
biggest single order, worth $1 million, came from
a mysterious North Korean buyer in 2012. The
customer abruptly backed out without explana-

tion and the merchandise was sold elsewhere. 

‘Ready to play again’ 
Lingerie has transformed Guanyun, with factories

sprouting up next to wheat fields, and newfound
wealth displayed in new homes and cars. Previously,
many of the county’s roughly one million inhabitants
left for the hard life of a migrant worker in far-off
factories. No more, said Li, the garment worker.
“Working away from home, you get homesick,” said
the mother of two. “These companies allow us to
come home to work. It’s not easy out there.”

Guanyun is feeding its golden goose. It has bro-
ken ground on a $500 million, 1,700-acre lingerie-
themed industrial zone that will “integrate R&D
and design, fabric accessories, e-commerce opera-
tions, warehousing and logistics”. Pandemic lock-
downs last year hit output. It has since roared back,
but demand remains tepid in overseas markets still
struggling with the coronavirus while home-bound
consumers are concentrating spending on basic
household necessities, said Lei. “After these prob-
lems are solved,” he says with a smile, “they will be
ready to play again.” —AFP

Success of early movers inspires industrial revolution

Farming region in China
becomes ‘lingerie capital’

GUANYUN, China: This photo taken on March 25, 2021 shows a worker sewing at a lingerie factory in
this county, some 50 km from Lianyungang in China’s northeastern Jiangsu province. —AFP

Turkey probes second 
crypto exchange 
as market implodes
ISTANBUL: Turkey on Saturday detained the chief
of one of the country’s biggest cryptocurrency firms
after launching a manhunt for the founder of another
exchange who fled to Albania. The Turkish crypto
boom threatens to go bust quickly as companies
fold and President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s govern-
ment prepares to rein in the unregulated digital cur-
rency market.

The volume of crypto purchases in the nation of
84 million people rose 10-fold between November
and March as Turks sought ways to preserve their
savings during a steep drop in the value of the lira
currency. But the market began to unravel when the
Istanbul-based Thodex exchange’s founder Faruk
Fatih Ozer fled to Albania with a reported $2 billion
in investors’ assets last week. Thodex shut down
while holding investments from nearly 400,000
users.

Turkey issued an international arrest warrant and
detained dozens of Thodex employees in raids staged
across the country on Friday. Officials also blocked
the account of the Vebitcoin exchange - one of
Turkey’s five-largest - and launched an investigation
after it also abruptly ceased operations. Local news
reports said police detained Vebitcoin chief executive
Ilker Bas and three other company employees on
Saturday as part of a broader fraud probe.

“Due to the recent developments in the crypto
money industry, our transactions have become much
more intense than expected,” Vebitcoin said on its
website. “We would like to state with regret that this
situation has led us to a very difficult process in the
financial field. We have decided to cease our activities

in order to fulfil all regulations and claims.”

Stolen wallets 
Data shared with AFP by the Chainalysis and Kaiko

analytics firms show the daily volume of all crypto pur-
chases in Turkey rising from around 500 million liras
($60 million) in November to as much as six billion liras
in March. Coinhills ranks Turkey as the fifth-biggest
crypto market in the world. It could be bigger still
because many Turkish traders use popular off-shore
exchanges in countries such as Malta.

But Erdogan’s government is preparing to tight-
en regulations after deciding to ban cryptos from
being used for purchases of goods and services
starting on April  30. The Turkish central bank
warned last week that cryptocurrencies “entail sig-
nificant risks”. “Wallets can be stolen or used
unlawfully without the authorization of their hold-
ers,” the central bank said.

The problems at Thodex started after it ran a pro-
motion offering Dogecoins to investors at one-fourth
the price the popular currency was selling on other
exchanges. But Thodex users complained that it was a
scam that prevented them from re-selling the coins at
their full market value or trading them for other cryp-
tos. Turkish prosecutors accused Ozer of “aggravated
fraud and founding a criminal organization”.

The tumult in Turkey created ripples across the
global crypto market and saw the value of bitcoin slip
back under $50,000 after reaching $57,000 at the
start of the week. Analysts say the lack of oversight
makes users more susceptible to fraud in Turkey than
they would be in countries, where digital trades are
reported to officials and taxed.

“Because cryptocurrency is currently unregulated
(in Turkey), it could be more vulnerable to abuse and
illicit activity,” Chainalysis’ government affairs chief
Jesse Spiro told AFP. “In general, regulations help
build trust in this new asset class. On the other hand,
the instability of the lira could make cryptocurrency
more attractive.” —AFP

Greensill: Main 
personalities 
linked to scandal
LONDON: The collapse of Greensill Capital has sparked a
political scandal in Britain and cast a light on a shadowy
world of finance. Outlined below are the main political and
financial personalities caught up in the affair:

David Cameron 
Former British prime min-

ister David Cameron, who
resigned his premiership after
backing the losing horse in
the 2016 Brexit referendum, is
the biggest name dragged
into the scandal. An advisor to
Greensill after leaving office,
Cameron privately lobbied
senior UK government offi-
cials, including finance minis-
ter Rishi Sunak, for state sup-
port before the firm’s business
model of supplying interim
finance to companies imploded. Cameron, whose bumper
Greensill shares have become worthless, is most directly in
the firing line because of his personal and undeclared lobby-
ing. He denies any impropriety.

Lex Greensill 
Lex Greensill, the Australian financier who in 2011 found-

ed the London-headquartered Greensill Capital, obtained
inside access to the Downing Street machine during
Cameron’s spell as prime minister after offering to advise the
government on financial technology. Greensill, the 44-year-
old son of sugarcane planters, has been largely silent since
his group went bankrupt. His company, which bypassed strict
regulations forced upon traditional banks, specialized in
short-term corporate loans via a complex and opaque busi-
ness model that ultimately sparked its declaration of insol-
vency last month.

Sanjeev Gupta 
The Indian-British billion-

aire and his GFG Alliance steel
empire have both been rocked
by the Greensill collapse. Not
only has it been suggested
that thousands of steel-sector
jobs are at risk due to GFG
having been Greensill’s
biggest client, the affair has
shone a light on Gupta’s own
criticized business practices.
The UK government last
month refused GFG a rescue
package totaling £170 million
($234 million). That came as Britain’s business minister Kwasi
Kwarteng described the GFG structure as “very opaque”. 

Investors 
Some of the world’s biggest banks have become caught

up in the scandal. It was creditors including Credit Suisse
and the Association of German Banks who on Thursday
placed the Australian parent of Greensill Capital into liquida-
tion. Switzerland’s second-largest bank - rocked also by the
bankruptcy of US hedge fund Archegos - has been forced to
suspend four funds with an exposure to Greensill totaling
$10 billion. In Japan, Softbank is counting the cost after
investing $1.5 billion in Greensill two years ago. And the
Association of German Banks counts losses of Ä2.0 billion
after investing communities’ money with the Bremen-based
subsidiary of Greensill. —AFP

David Cameron

Sanjeev Gupta

Fed set to hold 
the line as US 
economy recovers
WASHINGTON: The Federal Reserve finally has what it wants
and predicted: signs of a US economic recovery that could
undo some of the damage done by the COVID-19 pandemic.
But when the central bank’s policy-setting Federal Open
Market Committee (FOMC) opens its two-day meeting
tomorrow, analysts do not expect officials to raise rates or oth-
erwise signal any backing away from the easy money policies
rolled out to aid the US bounceback, despite some fears of ris-
ing inflation.

“No one is expecting any major policy changes in terms
of rates or the Fed’s asset purchases,” Andrew Hunter, sen-
ior US economist at Capital Economics, told AFP. In fact,
Fed officials have clearly stated that they will not be
spooked by temporary price increases into reacting too
quickly and pumping the brakes on stimulus measures.

The government in recent weeks has reported the first
signs that COVID-19 vaccines are bringing laid-off workers
back to work and ending the suffering of businesses hard-
hit by closures meant to stop the contagion. Labor
Department data showed unemployment claims hit the low-
est point since the pandemic began, while the economy
regained 916,000 jobs in March, pushing the unemploy-
ment rate down slightly.

Retail sales surged in March to a level 27.7 percent
higher than the pre-pandemic rate a year earlier, while the
Institute for Supply Management’s services index hit an all-
time high last month and new home sales hit a 15-year high.
Yet even with signs hiring has picked up, more than 17 mil-
lion people remain out of work and Fed Chair Jerome

Powell has warned the economy will not achieve “maximum
employment” this year. “I expect that the Fed will stay res-
olutely patient in spite of the inflexion in the US data
towards stronger growth and more rapid employment
gains,” Evercore ISI Vice-Chairman Krishna Guha said.

More than a rescue 
The Fed moved quickly as the COVID-19 pandemic

began in the United States in March of last year, slashing its
benchmark lending rate to zero and stepping up asset pur-
chases to inject liquidity into the economy. The steps,
together with trillions of dollars in stimulus spending
approved by Congress, have been credited with keeping
the world’s largest economy from a worse downturn.

But the central bank’s pledge to keep rates lower for
longer has sparked fears the Fed will allow inflation to get
out of hand. However, Powell and other policymakers have
reiterated that while they expect inflation to spike as the
economy improves throughout this year, they do not expect
the increase to be long-lasting. They plan to hold off on
raising the policy lending until inflation passes 2.0 percent
and stays there for some - unspecified - time, and they
forecast this rate “liftoff” will not happen until after 2023.

That is a shift from the Fed’s previous approach of rais-
ing rates before price hikes were visible in the data, and
comes after a decade when inflation stayed resolutely
below the 2.0 percent target. There already have been signs
of the expected increases, with the consumer price index
climbing 0.6 percent in March, its biggest monthly increase
since 2012, which put it 2.6 percent higher than a year ago.

Hunter said he thinks price increases “may end up a bit
more persistent than the Fed expects,” and pointed to rising
inflation expectations as well as reports that firms are
struggling to bring back workers, which could push wages
up. Even so he does not expect any deviation in course
from this meeting. “I wouldn’t say that there’s going to be
anything at this stage that would have changed their
minds,” he said. —AFP 


